
Your trustworthy technological partner 



Provision of services to third parties 
With the “Toll Manufacturing” line of business, at Morteros Tudela 
Veguín we make available to third parties our knowledge in the raw 
material preparation or final product manufacturing processes for 
different sectors of activity. Taking into account our proven 
experience and the technology used, at Morteros Tudela Veguín we 
comply with the most stringent quality guarantees.



Siderurgy, Metallurgy, the Automotive 
Industry, the Chemical Industry, 
Mining, Livestock Farming, 
Agriculture and others.

Our installation design philosophy allows for the 
work to be carried out under extremely versatile 
conditions which, together with a high installed 
production capacity, puts us in a position to provide 
our services in extremely varied areas of the 
industrial sector, regarding the previous 
conditioning of the raw material, the intermediate 
processing stages, by-product management, 
packaging the final product into different formats, 
etc.

In this way, we offer a complete management 
service for a wide range of materials, including the 
collection of material at source, its processing and 
the delivery of the material at its destination (in bulk 
or packaged in the agreed format), in accordance 
with the specifications required, certified by our own 
laboratories or the corresponding external entity.

Versatility and efficiency 
for different sectors of 
activity



Different services 
that add value
Although each project requires a specific study 
which adapts to the particular conditions and 
requirements, our experience has allowed us to 
carry out services covering several processing 
operations.

Milling and classification of solid materials.
Several milling and grain-size distribution 
classification lines allow us to process products 
with a certain degree of humidity in order to 
obtain the different fractions.

Drying solid materials.
A solid material drying installation allows the 
humidity to be eliminated or reduced down to 
the required value in a highly efficient manner.

Special briquette forming.
Our prefabricated concrete modular piece 
manufacturing line has been successfully 
adapted to handle other materials, which has 
allowed us to process industrial by-products 
forming pieces of an adequate size for them to 
be valued in terms of their reincorporation into 
the productive process.



Mixing dry materials.
The most advanced sets of dosing and mixing 
equipment ensure final products with precise 
compositions are obtained.

Packaging in different formats.
All the materials processed can be packaged 
and dispatched in different formats:

Big-Bag FIBC with several capacities.

Sacks up to 40kg, in bundles of several 
sizes shrink-wrapped on wooden pallets 
with phytosanitary treatment or without 
pallet (palletless).

Small sizes for DIY, in 2 and 5kg plastic 
bags.

Mixing liquid products.
Our installations have equipment for storage, 
transfer and dosing of liquids to several mixing 
tanks and reactors, allowing us to obtain liquid 
product and suspensions of different 
compositions and for different fields of 
application. This plant has the most advanced 
process surveillance, safety and control 
systems, all supervised by an experienced 
quality control human team.
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INTERNATIONAL BUSINESS DIVISION
international@morteros.masaveu.com
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